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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BIG LEARNINGS OR HIGHLIGHTS FROM YOUR MITI PLACEMENT AT HP INC?
The opportunity to learn from such a diversity of people (varying in age, experience, position), in addition to being able to present our 12 weeks of work in San Francisco to a board that included the President of Personal Systems. I learnt how valuable the ability to adapt is, and to be able to take on new challenges despite what you might have expected.

WHAT ARE SOME THE KEY PROJECTS/TASKS/ACHIEVEMENTS THAT YOU COMPLETED?
Our project was to develop consumer accessories. Within this task we went through processes of ideation, design development, engineering feasibility, developing a business case and marketing.

IN WHAT WAY DO YOU THINK YOUR MITI PLACEMENT WILL ENHANCE YOUR FUTURE EMPLOYABILITY?
Undergoing this opportunity before completing my studies, allows me to have the additional experience employers are looking for. Having worked overseas for a global company in areas I have not studied in, shows adaptability which will enhance my employability, putting me in a great position against other people applying for similar roles.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS THINKING ABOUT APPLYING FOR THE MITI PROGRAM?
Do it! It is an opportunity that you may never have again and despite it being a massive leap, it is well worth it. Apply, you have nothing to lose!